ADDIONAL SUPPLIES

ART
- Sketchpad/Drawing book (10” X 12’’)
- Exercise Book | Pencils | Eraser
- Colored Pencils/Markers/Crayons
- Paste/Glue | Scissors | Cotton Cloth
- Acrylic Paint Set (Red/Blue/Yellow)
- Paint Brushes (Broad & Fine tips)
- Stapler | Painting Containers for water

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
- Exercise Book
- Oxford Dictionary

ENGLISH LITERATURE
- Exercise Book

MATHEMATICS
- Two (2) Exercise Books
- Geometry Set
- Calculator
- Graph Book
- Pencils and eraser

SPANISH
- Exercise Book

HISTORY
- Exercise Book
- Small exercise Book for homework

GEOGRAPHY
- Exercise Book

INTEGRATED SCIENCE
- Two (2) Exercise Books

ICT
- Exercise Book
- Flash Drive, 8GB or more

WORLD CITIZENSHIP
- Exercise Book

Each student is required to purchase a Home Work book which is available at the school.

Pens - blue or black ink only

Due to the high volume of work, hardcover exercise books are recommended.

It is of the utmost importance that every student has a copy of each text book on the Book List. The text should be brought to each class.

Additional supplies needed are listed also and should be brought each day.

Please note that text books (except the ones available at the school) are generally not stocked by book sellers in Guyana and should be ordered online or bought overseas. Some of the Literature texts might be available in Guyana. Some text books may be available from Austin’s Book Services.
## Form 1

### ENGLISH LANGUAGE
- Cambridge Checkpoint English Coursebook AND Workbook
  - ISBN 978 1 107 67023 5 Coursebook 7
  - ISBN 978 1 107 64781 7 Workbook 7
- Grammar Handout
  - (Can be purchased at the school)
- Oxford English Dictionary/Thesaurus

### ENGLISH LITERATURE
- Vintage (Will be used in Forms 1 & 2)
  - Uriel Narine Singh
- A Cloud With A Silver Lining
  - E. Palmer
- Young Warriors
  - V.S. Reid

### MATHEMATICS
- Mathematics Enhancement Programme
  - Stage 7 Books 1 & 2
  - (Can be purchased at the school)

### SPANISH
- ¡Chévere! Spanish for Caribbean Secondary Schools
  - Students Book 1 & Activity Book 1 –
    - By Anne-Maria Bankay et al
  - Oxford Learner’s Spanish Dictionary

### HISTORY
- Compilation of readings/articles
  - (Can be purchased at the school)

### GEOGRAPHY
- Compilation of readings/articles
  - (Can be purchased at the school)

### INTEGRATED SCIENCE
- Essential Science Stage 7 for Cambridge Secondary 1 - Student Book AND Workbook
  - Student Book ISBN 978 140 852058 1
  - Workbook ISBN 978 140 852065 9

### ICT
- Cambridge IGCSE ICT Second Edition
  - (Will be used in Forms 1-5)
  - Graham Brown, Brian Sargent & David Watson
  - ISBN 978 1471 807213

### WORLD CITIZENSHIP
- The Human Temple
  - COURSE
  - (Can be purchased at the school)